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Here you can find the menu of Unique Pizza in County Durham. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Unique Pizza:

I would like to reply to the review that has been sent by herrn hindmarch. first I want to say that I'm sorry they
were so poor. have they proved that their disease was caused by eating unique pizza? if they don't know that

their assessment is slanderous? read more. The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus
reachable with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What NORMAN W doesn't like about Unique Pizza:
Had a few takeaways from here and always been good up till tonight. Ordered two different wraps and extra

chips. Delivery very quick. Wife’s wrap she said was good but I ordered special wrap chicken and Donna which
had no Donna meat in it , very little chicken and loads of dry spices inside. Not good. Pointless complaining. read
more. At Unique Pizza in County Durham, juicy grilled food is freshly grilled on an open flame and garnished

with fine sides, there are also tasty vegetarian dishes on the menu. Naturally, they also serve you with tasty
pizza, baked fresh in traditional style.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN PARMESAN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

So� drink�
PEPSI

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

BBQ SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

WRAP

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

GARLIC

MEAT

PARMESAN
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